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Guidance Note on Energy Determination
when Non-Conventional Gases are injected
into the Gas Network
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DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AMR

Automatic Meter Reading – System that automatically
retrieves readings from the meters installed at
consumption points

Base conditions

pressure and temperature at which properties such as GCV
and density are measured. Base conditions vary from
country to country, and are usually defined as 1.01325 bar
and 273.15 K, or as 1.01325 bar and 288.15 K

Charging area

area of the network where a set of gas quality parameters
is unique and applicable to all customers

City Gate

large pressure regulating station at the inlet of the network
serving a city or a conurbation

CVDD

Calorific Value Determining Device – measuring instrument
for obtaining the calorific value of gas

DSO

Distribution System Operator

Entry point

point where gas is injected into the network

Exit point

point where gas leaves the network

Gas source

source of gas, that may be a renewable gas plant, or a
connection to another grid from where the gas is flowing

Gas interchangeability

two combustible gases are said to be interchangeable if
they can be burned in the same equipment/appliance
without further adjustments.

GCV

Gross Calorific Value

GIS

Geographic Information System

Grid topology

the arrangement of the elements (nodes, pipes, …) of a
grid

Interconnection points

points where networks of two different operators connect
and gas passes from one to the other

LPG

Liquefied Petroleum Gas – gas containing a mixture of light
hydrocarbons, such as propane or butane

Meshed grid

network in which one point is connected to several others,
allowing gas to follow more than one path to go from one
point to the other; these grids are often found inside cities

MID

Measuring Instruments Directive - 2014/32/EU

Non-conventional gas

Combustible gas other than natural gas

OIML

Organisation internationale de métrologie légale
(International Organization of Legal Metrology)

Operating conditions

pressure and temperature conditions at which gas is
actually being measured

Representative GCV

individual calorific value or a combination of calorific values
that is considered to be, according to the constitution of

the measuring system, the most appropriate calorific value
to be associated with the metered quantity in order to
calculate the energy
Ring Main

High capacity distribution network within city limits,
usually operating at a higher pressure tier

Supplier

Entity that purchases gas from wholesalers and sells gas to
final customers

TSO

Transmission System Operator

Uncertainty

parameter, associated with the result of a measurement,
that characterizes the dispersion of the values that could
reasonably be attributed to the measurand

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The increasing volume and number of injections of non-conventional gases, such as
biomethane, natural gas/hydrogen mixtures and synthetic methane in the gas grid
influence the gas quality including gross calorific values (GCV).
Changes in the GCV will have an impact on the determination of the energy transported,
distributed and delivered to customers.
A dedicated Marcogaz Task Force evaluated different options to determine the GCV
within allowable uncertainty limits to ensure fair billing for each customer.
The choice of the technical and economical most feasible solution strongly depends on
the network configuration.
This Guidance Note proposes allowable uncertainties divided in three classes for the
GCV: 0.60 % for city gates and large industrial customers, 1.25 % for industrial
customers or 2.00 % for residential and commercial customers.
GCV measurement at each customer or metering point is not possible for technical and
economical reasons. The state-of-the-art solution is to determine the GCVs at designated
locations in the grid, e.g. the entry points and assign a representative GCV for a number
of customers in the same zone of the gas grid, called ‘charging areas’. This solution
applies only when the GCVs of injected gases are reasonably stable from one entry point
to others. When non-conventional gases are injected, e.g. biomethane and
hydrogen/natural gas mixtures, the GCVs can vary and thus restrict the use of this
solution with respect to uncertainty limits. In such cases, a number of different measures
to determine the gas quality parameters are highlighted:






assign the same GCV to all downstream exit points;
create local charging areas;
install additional Calorific Value Determining Devices (CVDDs) at appropriate
points in the network;
computational Gas Quality Tracking;
match the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning.

These measures are evaluated for four different Use Cases which represent common
network configurations, ranging from simple grids with one entry point to complex
meshed city grids with a large number of customers directly connected.
A series of guidelines are suggested for these Use Cases. The solution for complex grids
will often require a combination of different measures.
Evaluation of the measures to be applied shall start with an assessment of the network
configuration to determine the applicable Use Case. The choice of the injection location
may allow a classification into a less complex Use Case, therefore simplifying the
measures that need to be deployed.
Limiting the injection of a non-conventional gas source is also briefly discussed in this
document as a technical feasible option to manage differences in the GCV. But this may
conflict with National Regulation or targets given to the network operators to maximise
the use of non-conventional gases.

1 INTRODUCTION
Gas measurement and metering technology is the basis for fair billing. Large import
stations often manage several million cubic meters per hour, whilst household meters
typically measure an average volume flowrate of few cubic meters per hour. It is evident,
therefore, that metering strategies need to strike a balance between accuracy and costeffectiveness. The goal for all is to ensure high quality measurement and correctness of
billing. However, current practice differs across Member States in specific aspects, such
as: network structure, company organisation or legal requirements.
Energy determination for the billing process was already addressed by Marcogaz in 2006
in report GI-EM-06-05 ‘Guidance note on energy determination of certain principles
presented in relevant standards’. The scope of this report comprises general information
about the gas measurement practice in various Member States, the legal aspects with a
focus on the OIML Recommendations and the GCV assignment.
Prior to the injection of non-conventional gases, the variations in natural gas quality
were rather small. Its properties used for billing were mostly determined by sampling at
certain time intervals at specific sites. With the discovery and exploitation of larger gas
reservoirs in and outside Europe, natural gas was transferred cross borders and
therefore depending on the contracts hence natural gas with different gas specification
could enter a certain region. Since the complete sourcing of natural gas was undertaken
by integrated wholesale gas companies, system control centres of these companies were
able to direct the flow and therefore the composition of the natural gas exiting their
network, e.g. by commingling flows of different gas qualities. For cost-effective reasons,
most of the gas specification and energy determination systems were operated by
transmission system operators (TSO). The distribution system operators (DSO) could use
the gas quality information available at the transfer point between the TSO and the DSO
for billing purposes.
Over the past decade, local injection of non-conventional gases has taken place at more
sites and the injected volumes are increasing. Since the gas quality parameters of nonconventional gases usually differ from those of natural gases, precautions need to be
taken to safeguard correct billing.
The decarbonisation of energy sources is the driving force behind the steep increase in
biomethane injection plants. Due to their relatively small size, the most economical way
is to inject this gas directly into the distribution grid. Typically, the gas quality of
biomethane differs from that of natural gas, resulting in gas quality variations.
The expected future introduction of hydrogen will be a possible source for even larger
gas quality fluctuations, given the fact that the GCV of hydrogen is approximately one
third of that of typical natural gas. The gas quality of the mixture shall be within the
required limits laid down by the national authority.
More and more distribution grids are connected to more than one entry point. The
consequence is that different gas qualities can occur in distribution grids. These points
make the energy determination at transmission network level only inadequate and will
make energy determination necessary on local distribution level.
The above-mentioned new elements drove MARCOGAZ to complete their Guidance Note
GI-EM-06-05 taking into account the increasing variety of gas sources. The aim of this
document is to provide state-of-the-art guidance regarding the possible solutions to
determine the energy for fair billing when renewable gases are injected into the different
types of network configurations.

2 GAS QUALITY AND APPLICATION LIMITS
2.1 VOLUME MEASUREMENT OF GAS OF DIFFERENT QUALITY
This Guidance Note focuses on the determination of the energy content (GCV) of the gas
mixture. Other aspects such as measuring the volume at metering conditions, converting
the measured volume into the volume at base conditions are not considered in this
Guidance Note. These aspects are dealt with in other documents and standards where
some are now being revised to consider the impact on injecting non-conventional gases.
It should be noted that each country could have specific legislation to control and limit
some parameters of the non-conventional gases in order to decide if injection is possible.

2.2 CHOICE OF INJECTION LOCATION
In this Guidance Note, possible solutions to allow for fair billing with different gas
qualities are discussed for different schematic grid setups, called Use Cases. The choice
of the injection location shall always be investigated in advance.
During the planning phase of the injection location of a non-conventional gas source, the
grid operator’s objective is to determine the best technically and economically solution
for the integration. Therefore, the chosen injection point shall always have sufficient
capacity.
The choice of the injection location of a non-conventional gas source will have a strong
effect on how gases of different quality mix and are distributed within the grid. If
injected at a location with a high volume flowrate, differences in gas quality could
become rather small. Especially in complex networks such as connections within a city
grid, this could avoid major investment in additional measuring systems in the grid to
determine the appropriate GCV. Therefore, grid operators should also take this into
account in the planning phase of the connection.

2.3 COMPLIANCE WITH GAS QUALITY SPECIFICATION OF THE GRID
This document deals with GCV variations in the network due to the mixture of at least
two gases of different and varying quantity and/or quality. It assumes that the mixture
of gases fulfils the specifications for gas quality so that appliances will operate safely and
efficiently. When this condition is met, gases are said to be interchangeable.
If the non-conventional gas source does not meet the gas quality specification of the grid,
it cannot be injected without further measures. The following shall be considered:
1. it has to be either upgraded to natural gas quality; or
2. the injection has to be limited to ensure that the resultant mixture is compliant
with the gas quality specifications of the grid.
When hydrogen is directly injected into a natural gas grid, option 1 is not possible. The
volume of hydrogen to be injected is then limited by the flowrate of the natural gas
stream. The greater the natural gas flowrate, the greater the flowrate of hydrogen that
can be blended. At any point in time, it needs to be ensured that when hydrogen is
injected, the GCV and other gas quality parameters of the hydrogen and natural gas
mixture remain within the gas quality specification of the grid.
This Guidance Note considers only natural gas systems; however, this document could
also be applicable for dedicated non-conventional gas systems.

2.4 EFFECTS

OF DIFFERENT GAS QUALITIES ON THE COMPRESSIBILITY

FACTOR

Differences in natural gas quality not only have direct impact on the determination of the
GCV but may also affect the compressibility factor, which is required to convert volumes
measured at operational conditions to base conditions. As well as the gas temperature
and pressure, the compressibility factor also depends on the different gas components
and therewith on the gas quality.
The influence of gas quality on the compressibility factor increases with increasing
pressure. Therefore, its impact on transmission grids, as well on high-pressure
distribution gas networks needs to be analysed. The MID specifies the maximum
permissible error (MPE) of 1 % for volume conversion devices. National Regulation may
have detailed technical rules for the compressibility factor and at above which pressure
this is applied.
The compressibility factor calculation is usually determined by using standard equations
such as AGA8, SGERG or NX19. These equations require the gas composition and/or
some gas quality parameters as inputs, e.g. GCV, standard density, carbon dioxide
content and hydrogen content if present in the network.
The methodology and most of the solutions for the GCV determination referred to in this
Guidance Note could also be applicable for the determination of other gas quality
parameters.

3 TECHNICAL APPROACH
Gas consumption is charged based on energy. Unlike electricity, the energy consumption
of gas is not measured directly. The energy used is determined by taking into account
the volume of gas and its energy content (GCV).
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 × 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡
Where




The volume is measured at each metering point at operating conditions. This
measured volume is then converted into a volume at base (sometime called
reference) conditions. These base conditions are defined country by country.
Usually a pressure of 1.01325 bar and a temperature of 0ºC; or a pressure of
1.01325 bar and a temperature of 15ºC are used. The calculation into base
(reference) conditions takes into account pressure, temperature and the
compressibility factor (depending on the gas quality).
Energy content (GCV) of the gas is measured according to approved method
using the same base/reference conditions as the volume.

A GCV measurement at each customer is not possible for technical and economic
reasons. Therefore, it is the state of the art to assign a representative GCV for a number
of customers in the same zone of the gas grid, called “charging areas” in this document.
A representative GCV for a charging area is determined from GCVs measured at
appropriate locations in the gas grid, e.g. the entry points.
Recommended uncertainties for the representative GCV over the billing period assigned
to a charging area are given in Table 1 , which is based on the “Table 1 MPE’s for
measuring systems” and “Table 2 – MPE’s for modules” in the OIML R140 “Measuring
Systems for Gaseous Fuels”. The 2006 Marcogaz Guidance Note derives uncertainties
from these OIML accuracy classes.
Table 1: Allowable uncertainties for the representative GCV
Accuracy Class
Determined energy
Calorific Value Measurement (only
CVDD)
Representative GCV determination

A
1.00 %
0.50 %

B
2.00 %
1.00 %

C
3.00 %
1.00 %

0.60 %

1.25 %

2.00 %

The OIML recommendation leaves it up to national authorities to set their own class
thresholds (A, B, C). National authorities should set the appropriate accuracy class for
the different applications.
Although the EN 1776 “Gas infrastructure — Gas measuring systems — Functional
requirements”, is not giving specific thresholds (flowrate, pressure…), these classes
could be interpreted as:




Class A: City gates and large industrial use
Class B: Industrial use
Class C: Residential and commercial use

The maximum uncertainties given in Table 1 are the limits for the representative GCV at
each metering point in the network over the billing period, which could be legislated in
each country.

The uncertainty calculation of the GCV is not covered by this Guidance Note, as this is
adequately covered by the various documents, e.g. EN ISO 15112:2018; GI-EM-06-05
Guidance Note on Energy Determination).
The representative GCV and its uncertainty are affected by one or more of the following
factors.
a) Variability of gas quality
The GCV at each metering point will depend on the variability of the GCV and the
volumes at each injection point, but also on the network structure and on the
consumption of the different consumers.
b) Metrological accuracy
Accuracy of metrology required for the representative GCV determination. E.g.
CVDD, flow meters.
c) Time interval between measurements
The equipment used to determine the quality of the gas (typically gas
chromatographs) takes samples and performs analysis every few minutes.
d) Transit time
The transit time of gases from the sampling point to the consumer’s meter.
e) Billing periods
Billing periods can be daily, monthly or on a yearly basis. For each period a
representative GCV has to be determined. Usually a flow-weighted average value
is calculated 1 . If billing periods are sufficiently long, uncertainties from travel
times or time intervals between GCV determinations will be reduced or become
even negligible.
Please note that the total uncertainty on the energy determination can also be obtained
by allowing a higher uncertainty budget for the representative GCV determination and
reducing the uncertainty budget for the measuring devices. E.g. by installing high
accuracy class meters, electronic conversion devices, CVDDs.
If the differences between GCVs of gases injected and the flow-weighted average GCV
for this charging area do not exceed the values in Table 1 during one billing period, the
uncertainty is compliant with the limits stated in the Marcogaz Guidance Note GI-EM-0605 (table 3.1) Marcogaz Guidance Note GI-EM-06-05 is applicable2.
If the condition of the previous paragraph is not met, GCV determination within the
allowable uncertainties is still possible but will require more sophisticated methods. For
example, the injection of biomethane into a natural gas network could result in GCV
In this document, the term flow-weighted is used, implying that volume flowrates are used as
weighting factor. Other documents like OIML R140 or EN ISO 15112:2018 also use the terms
volume-weighted or quantity-weighted average, which is synonymous with flow-weighted if the
quantity used for weighting is the volume flowrates.
2
As mentioned in the OIML R140 “In charging areas where gases of different calorific values are
fed into the area at locally different input points, the calorific values are determined for each input
point. If the calorific values at the different input points do not differ by more than the maximum
permissible error in use from the volume weighted mean value for this charging area, this volume
weighted mean value can be used. Otherwise, a more or less sophisticated state reconstruction
system (which itself is subject to approval) shall be used.”
For instance, a grid or a charging area with class C customers according to the OIML R 140 where
an MPE of 2 % is recommended for representative CV determination, all connected customers can
be billed with the same volume weighted mean CV, as long as this CV does not deviate by more
than 2 % from each average entry CV.
1

differences up to 12 %, or around 7 % for a blend of 10 % of hydrogen with natural gas.
Note: Any resulting mixture of natural gas and hydrogen needs to be within the gas
quality specification.
In such cases, the solution has to ensure that each customer receives a correct billing
GCV within the uncertainty limits according to his accuracy class or limits defined by the
authority. These solutions are discussed in this Guidance Note.

4 CONCEPTUAL USE CASES
Gas networks configurations vary widely in number of entry and exit points, complexity
of meshes, type and size of customers.
It is possible to agree on a limited number of Conceptual Use Cases which are
representative for most of the configurations encountered in daily practice. These
Conceptual Use Cases provide the opportunity to validate the effectiveness of the
different measures as discussed in Chapter 5 below.
Entry points may be natural gas sources, connections to TSOs, DSOs, or to a nonconventional gas plant. The following conditions have to be met at all entry points:
1. GCV and volume flowrate are determined;
2. GCV determination is done with traceable calibrated instruments (CVDD) and
documented provisions or equivalent methods accepted by the National
Regulator;
3. Flow measurement is undertaken by using traceable calibrated instruments
and/or documented provisions.
Exit points may be connections to customers, interconnection points between TSOs and
DSOs or downstream grids managed by the same grid operator. The following conditions
have to be met:
1. connected domestic, commercial and light industrial customers should have MID
compliant meters installed;
2. meters installed at interconnection points and industrial customers should be
approved for custody transfer or by national law. For those having direct impact
in the network behaviour, remote meter reading should be required.
Connected downstream grids operated at a different pressure tier by the same DSO
usually do not have flow measurement.

4.1 USE CASE 1: ONE ENTRY POINT
This Use Case is characterised by the fact that there is only one entry point as shown
below. A non-conventional gas source may be injected upstream of the entry point.

Use Case 1: Gas network with only one entry point

Customers will receive the same gas quality, even though there will be delay for those
further downstream from the entry point or connected to the third-party network.
Usually there are large customers with automatic meter reading (AMR) and downstream
grids connected. There may also be directly connected residential and small business
customers.

4.2 USE CASE 2: SEVERAL ENTRY POINTS
This Use Case is similar to Use Case 1 with respect to structure and customers
connected. The main difference is the presence of multiple entry points, which are
connected at different locations to the grid. One or more entry points may be connected
to a non-conventional gas source. This Use Case 2 also illustrates the situation where a
non-conventional gas plant is connected to a network but is not able to cover the whole
gas demand, balance of the network being provided by natural gas.

Use Case 2: Gas network with several entry points

Gas quality at any of the exit points may vary due to changes




of gas quality at any entry point;
in the injection volume flowrates at the different entry points;
in the gas demand of the customers.

4.3 USE CASE 3: MESHED GRID WITH SEVERAL ENTRY POINTS

This Use Case is characterised by multiple entry points, a ring main and a highly meshed
grid. One or more entry points may be connected to a non-conventional gas source.
Such a setup is typical for the supply of big cities.

Use Case 3: Gas ring main network supplying a meshed grid

Ring mains usually operate at a pressure above that of the city grid, connection points
being made through several pressure regulating stations where the pressure is reduced.
These regulating stations may or may not be equipped with flow measurement. This
configuration is adopted for redundancy and/or complementary supplies.
Usually there are:




lots of residential and small business customers with manual volume meter
reading on a regular basis;
residential and small business customers with automatic meter reading (Smart
Meter);
few large customers with AMR sending readings on a near real-time basis (e.g.
hourly measurement).

4.4 USE CASE 4:

INJECTION OF NON-CONVENTIONAL GAS DIRECTLY INTO A

MESHED GRID

This Use Case is similar to Use Case 3, but with additional injection of a nonconventional gas source – e.g. a biomethane plant – directly in the meshed city grid.
Such a plant will probably cover only a small share of the total gas demand, the balance
of the network being provided by the gas from the ring main.
Customers in the vicinity of the non-conventional source may be supplied exclusively
from that source while other customers in that grid will be supplied by natural gas or
varying mixtures of both gases.

Use Case 4: Injection of non-conventional gas directly into a meshed grid

Inside a city grid, there are several opportunities for small non-conventional gas sources.
Such plants could inject small quantities of gas into a city grid operated at low or
medium pressure, while it may not be feasible to connect them directly to the ring main.
Use Case 4 covers the effect of injecting such a small non-conventional gas source.

5 SUGGESTED MEASURES
In general, a number of different measures/methods to determine the gas quality
parameters at an exit point are possible. The solution may be a single measure or a
combination of measures. The measures discussed in the document are listed and
described below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

assign the same gas quality parameters to all exit points;
create local charging areas;
install additional CVDDs at appropriate points in the network;
computational Gas Quality Tracking;
match the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning;
limiting the injection of a gas source.

5.1 ASSIGN THE SAME GAS QUALITY PARAMETERS TO ALL EXIT POINTS
Using one set of gas quality parameters for all the exit points in an area of the gas grid
is a simple technical/administrative measure to cope with the injection of different
sources of gas in the given area. The unique set of gas quality parameters is determined
for a given period.
If the same gas quality parameters are assigned to all exit points in a gas grid, all
customers will be charged with the same representative GCV. The maximum difference
between representative GCV and actual GCV received by a specific customer will depend
on the differences of the entry GCVs. In practice two methods are used to determine the
unique set of gas quality parameters:
Billing end-users with the lowest GCV
This method provides a unique set of gas quality parameters which is equal to the
parameters of the entry point with the lowest GCV. The benefit for end-users is that they
get charged the least amount for their energy. This solution will not bill all the energy
injected into the network and consumed. Unbilled energy will contribute to the
unaccounted-for gas. Depending on the legal situation in a country, the unaccounted-for
gas has to be paid by the network user (shipper, supplier) or the system operator
(TSO/DSO). The costs will depend on the gas demand in the grid and the variations in
the GCV and can be unacceptably high.
Billing end-users with the average GCV
Gas quality parameters can be calculated either by arithmetic mean or by flow-weighted
average method. A benefit of the flow-weighted average method is that it will charge the
energy injected into the network, avoiding additional costs for unaccounted-for gas. This
method is the state-of-the-art solution for billing of gas grids with one entry point and
grids with multiple entry points where the injected gases have similar GCVs. If
differences in GCVs between entry points are too large, this method may lead to a nonrepresentative GCV (see chapter 3 Technical approach).

5.2 CREATE LOCAL CHARGING AREAS
If a gas grid is supplied from different sources of different gas qualities, a solution is to
create individual local zones with unique gas quality parameters, called charging areas.
In each charging area a representative GCV can be assigned to all connected customers.

This representative GCV can be determined from the GCVs of the gas sources supplying
this charging area.
The perimeter of the charging area is defined so that the representative GCV does not
differ from the GCVs entering into the charging area by more than specified in Table 1.
This can be achieved by taking into account the network configuration and by using flow
simulation. Additionally, charging areas may be defined by partial segregation of parts of
the gas grid or by setting the pressures at the regulator stations.
The energy consumed by a customer can then be calculated by using the measured
volume and the representative GCV.
Subdivision of gas grids into charging areas is already used in several countries.
With more non-conventional gas sources (e.g. biomethane, hydrogen), smaller and
smaller charging areas will be needed to ensure a valid representative GCV.
If gases with different GCV are fed into a grid, mixing and transition zones will be formed
which can have frequent changes in the gas quality during gas transport and distribution.
This dynamic behaviour is a result of the varying gas demand of customers over time.
In addition, due to the seasonality of gas consumption, these charging areas could be
different in winter and in summer. For instance, biomethane will reach some customers
in summer when the consumption is low, but not in winter when the gas consumption is
higher. This means that the management of these charging areas will become more and
more complex. In such cases, this method should be used along with other measures
described below, such as computational Gas Quality Tracking and/or installing CVDDs at
relevant points in the grid….

5.3 INSTALL

ADDITIONAL

CVDDS

AT

APPROPRIATE

POINTS

IN

THE

NETWORK

The installation of additional CVDDs could be necessary to determine charging areas and
their representative GCVs. The number and the location of additional CVDDs should be
chosen so that requirements given in Table 1 are met.
The installation of a CVDD requires a suitable location with sufficient space and has to
respect safety and other requirements. Installation and operation of a large number of
CVDDs in one gas grid is technically and economically not feasible.
It could be possible that for some Class A and eventually Class B metering points (see
Chapter 3), an additional CVDD need to be installed at their site.
This solution could also be combined with other solutions such Computational Gas
Quality Tracking (see 5.4) or to match the GCV by conditioning (see 5.5).

5.4 COMPUTATIONAL GAS QUALITY TRACKING
Computational Gas Quality Tracking could be necessary to define charging areas and
their representative GCVs.
Computational Gas Quality Tracking need detailed information on the grid configuration
like pipe length, diameter, roughness…, GCVs or other gas quality constituents at the
entry points and gas flows at all entry and exit points, to calculate the gas flows in the

grid. With these calculated flows throughout the entire grid, GCV and other parameters
can be established for every point in the grid. These calculated GCVs could be used
calculate the representative GCVs as flow-weighted monthly or daily average values for
each charging zone or exit point.
The computational Gas Quality Tracking model and results should be validated by the
measurement of gas properties (e.g. oxygen content, GCV…) at strategic points in the
grid.
Gas quality tracking gained increasing attention during the last years. While it is an
established method for transmission grids, it is being applied more and more for
distribution grids. Beside its flexibility to be applied in grids with multiple sources of
different natural and non-conventional gases, a main advantage is the low operational
costs of such systems. To determine a representative GCV by using a Gas Quality
Tracking system additional metrology, communication and information systems are
necessary
A disadvantage of using a computational method is that the required data needs to be
available.




Not all exit points have remote reading of the consumed volume with sufficient
time resolution. Especially in city grids as referred to in Use Cases 3 and 4, most
customers have their meter readings taken monthly or yearly. In these cases,
standard load profiles to calculate hourly consumption values from the monthly or
yearly readings or the installation of additional metrology as flow meters or
sensors at strategic points in the grid, could give a solution.
Grid configuration data can be outdated and inaccurate (e.g. locally wrong
diameters, dust clogged pipes).

Consequently, the accuracy/uncertainties on the results of the Gas Quality Tracking
system strongly depends on the quality of the input data.
A Gas Quality Tracking system should undergo a validation to evaluate its uncertainty
and correctness.
A guidance for requirements on input data and on the validation of Gas Quality Tracking
systems can be found in EN ISO 15112:2018 ‘Natural Gas. Energy Determination’.

5.5 MATCH THE GCV OF THE DIFFERENT GAS SOURCES BY CONDITIONING
This measure aims to avoid differences in the GCVs at the entry points, by adjusting the
GCV’s of the different sources.
Mostly the GCV of the non-conventional source is conditioned so that its GCV matches
the average GCV of the natural gas in the grid, but there are also cases where the GCV
of natural gas is matched to the GCV of the non-conventional source. The gases admixed
usually are LPG to increase the GCV or nitrogen/air to reduce it.
The method is already applied for some local injections of non-conventional gases where
its GCVs differs from the GCV of the local natural gas.
It must be checked on a case-by-case basis if the mixture of the non-conventional gas
with LPG, propane, nitrogen, air …, complies with the national natural gas quality
standards.

In some countries, this measure has already been widely used for the injection of
biomethane. Its main benefits are:




determination of only one representative GCV possible (see Chapter, Table 1 and
below);
the established billing process can be mostly remained;
it allows a flexible integration of biomethane into a natural gas grid, not confining
biomethane plants to be close to natural gas entries.

Points of consideration are:




blending with gases from renewable sources should be preferred;
moderate to high operational costs are to be expected, depending on the number
and size of injection points;
while matching the GCV, other gas quality parameters should be checked to stay
within the limits; admixed gases may have an impact on the methane number.

Integration of hydrogen by matching the GCV is not possible, the GCV of hydrogen being
only one third of the GCV of typical natural gases. Its gas quality parameters are too far
away from natural gas to match its GCV by adding LPG. Any possible mixture would not
be interchangeable with natural gas.

5.6 LIMIT THE INJECTION OF A GAS SOURCE
Most countries favour the injection of renewables over fossil fuels. Therefore, to limit the
injection from a non-conventional gas source to ensure a correct billing is not a desired
option. This is due to the fact that authorities place an obligation on grid operators to
give priority to the injection of non-conventional gases. A grid operator can only refuse
or limit the injection, if
1. the injection of the non-conventional gas exceeds the capacity of the grid. The
instantaneous volumes then shall be capped to the capacity of the grid;
2. the non-conventional gas is non-compliant with national requirements;
3. the resulting mixed stream of non-conventional gas and natural gas is noncompliant with national requirements.
The listed points are out of scope of this Guidance Note; therefore this solution is not
explored further.

6 APPLICATION OF SUGGESTED MEASURES TO USE CASES
The suggested measures described above are not universally applicable. Some Use
Cases do not require the more complex measures. Other Use Cases will make the
application of some of them impossible with respect to technical or economic reasons.
Some of the measures described are not sufficient by themselves. Instead the solution
may require a combination of different measures. This chapter discusses the most
applicable measures or their combinations for each of the Conceptual Use Cases.
The evaluation was carried out on the basis of two criteria:



economical feasibility: the solution will have positive cost/benefit for all
stakeholders
technical feasibility: the solution is technically possible today and is also
compliant with standards or specifications

Table 2: Evaluation of suggested measures for different Use Cases when
different gases are injected; T: technically feasibility; E: economically feasibility
feasible

potential feasible; case study required

not recommended;
difficult, expensive or impossible

does not apply
Use Case 1 Use Case 2 Use Case 3 Use Case 4
one entry
several
meshed
injection of
point
entry
grid with
non-conv.
points
several
gas into a
entry
meshed
points
grid

Suggested Measures

Assign the same
gas quality
parameters to
all exit points

Billing endusers with the
lowest GCV

T

Billing endusers with the
average GCV

T

Create local charging areas

E

E
T
E

Install additional CVDDs at
selected points in the network

T

Computational
Gas Quality Tracking

T

Match the GCV of the different
gas sources by conditioning

T

Limit the injection of a gas source

only possible if gas quality differences
small (see Chapter 3 and footnote2)

E

E

E
T
E

Technically possible, but could be in contradiction to
the National Regulator’s requirements

Creation of local charging areas, installation of additional CVDD and use of computational Gas
Quality Tracking may have to be combined to find a solution for Use Cases 3 and 4

6.1 USE CASE 1: GAS GRID WITH ONE ENTRY POINT
For a gas grid with only one entry point, differences in the GCV can be observed only if
the GCV at this single entry point is subject to fluctuations. This may occur if different
natural gas sources supply the upstream gas grid or if a non-conventional gas source is
connected to this upstream grid.
The 2006 Marcogaz Guidance Note GI-EM-06-05 remains valid for such gas grids. The
flow-weighted average GCV is determined at the entry point. This GCV is then used as
representative GCV for all customers.

6.2 USE CASE 2: GAS GRID WITH SEVERAL ENTRIES
Use Case 2 depicts a very common network configuration in rural areas. Multiple gas
sources contribute to security of supply, e.g. connections from upstream transmission
grids. Main mixing points will travel along the pipelines, according to supply and
consumption conditions.
Customers connected could receive gas with varying gas quality.
Such grids have no or only few local meshes. If the grid has more than one natural gas
entry point, the grid operator may have some option to direct the gas flow of the nonconventional sources by changing the regulator’s pressure set points.
Several measures have been identified as feasible for this Use Case.
Therefore, each of the measures below shall be investigated to find the appropriate
solution for a particular network. In some cases, a combination of these measures may
be the best solution:
1.
2.
3.
4.

create local charging areas;
install additional CVDDs at appropriate points in the network;
computational Gas Quality Tracking;
match the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning.

If the gas quality differences at the various entry points do not allow the determination
of one representative GCV (see Chapter 3 footnote Error! Bookmark not defined.), a solution is
to divide a grid into local charging areas. For each of these charging areas a
representative GCV is determined. These local charging areas have to meet the
uncertainty requirements according to Table 1.
This solution will require additional measures to determine such charging areas. The
installation of CVDDs at selected points or grid simulation (e.g. Gas Quality Tracking) can
provide such information. In certain situations, it can be sufficient to divide a grid in a
small number of charging areas: e.g. a simple grid with one natural gas entry and one
additional non-conventional source in the vicinity or in a grid where the non-conventional
gas is consumed locally.
The installation of CVDDs at appropriate points in the network is a well-accepted solution
to determine representative GCVs. In some cases, particularly on high-volume users
with a requirement for a higher accuracy class, the installation of an individual CVDD
creating its own charging area could be appropriate.
The more complex a grid or the greater the difference between GCVs, more additional
CVDDs or charging areas will be required. In such cases, the use of a Gas Quality

Tracking system may be preferable. It is well suited to determine the varying GCVs and
other gas quality parameters at each point in the grid. This will allow to define the
charging areas and to calculate their representative GCVs. Usually no or little additional
measuring devices are necessary.
Matching the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning is another option. Though
it is technically feasible for grids with a structure as defined for this Use Case 2, its
general technical limitations are already discussed in section 5.5.
The most economical solution has to be evaluated by the grid operator on a case by case
basis. He should take the following CAPEX and OPEX considerations into account:






the use of charging areas is the most economical solution if a few stable zones
that meet the uncertainty requirements of Table 1 can be established;
when this is not possible, installing and operating a few additional CVDDs may
result in a moderate increase in cost. Note: if a large number of CVDDs has to be
installed, this may turn out to be by far the most expensive option;
the costs for the implementation and operation of a Gas Quality Tracking system
has to be compared against the use of additional CVDDs;
matching the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning is only economical
if the injected volumes of the non-conventional gas are comparatively small.

6.3 USE CASE 3: MESHED GRID WITH SEVERAL ENTRY POINTS
Use Case 3 depicts a very common network configuration for large cities, where multiple
gas sources contribute to security of supply. This network configuration allows the
possibility of having one or more renewable gas plants delivering gas directly into a city
grid. Main mixing points will travel along the ring main, according to supply and
consumption conditions in the internal city mesh. Customers connected could receive gas
with varying gas quality. These variations will depend on how the connection between
the ring main and the inner mesh is designed and operated.
Typically, network behaviour is more complex than in Use Case 2. Gas flows in meshed
city grids can propagate through different paths, depending on consumption and the
local configuration of pipelines. This can lead to higher uncertainties in the determination
of gas quality parameters. The most suitable option will depend on the network under
consideration. A combination of one or more of the following options may be necessary:
1. Creation of local charging areas;
2. computational Gas Quality Tracking;
3. match the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning.
Creation of charging areas is a way to make it simpler to assign representative GCVs. A
thorough network analysis shall be undertaken to understand the grid configurations,
gas flows and limitations. Using this analysis will allow a robust strategy to be developed.
This could include directing the flow to create areas which receive stable mixtures of
gases:
a) by closing valves, preventing the gases from mixing.
It is a simple and inexpensive method of creating charging areas, but it
negatively affects resilience and flexibility of the network. Furthermore, following
the closure of valves, the supply shall match the instantaneous load in each zone.
b) by changing regulators’ pressure set point.

This method may require setting or changing set points on a regular basis and
hence this will alter the capacity of the network. To define charging areas and
appropriate set points, computational models could be necessary.
In complex city grids with thousands of metering points connected, creating charging
zones combined with Gas Quality Tracking could reduce the uncertainty of the
representative GCV within the requirements.
Heavily intermeshed networks can be difficult to model:





meshed grids allow the gas flow through different pathways of the grid. This may
impact how a non-conventional gas is distributed;
due to uncertainty in flow resistance. This may be caused by limited or incorrect
information about pipe configuration and condition. Lengths, diameters and
materials etc. from Geographic Information Systems (GIS) may be incorrect. Dust
accumulation may lead to reduced effective flow cross sections;
due to uncertainty in consumption. Within the charging area there may be a few
large customers that have automatic meter reading whilst for residential and
small business customers often standard load profiles are applied.

To reduce these uncertainties and allow for regular validation, installation of auxiliary
flow, pressure, or CVDD at suitable locations may become necessary. The increasing
installation of Smart Meters at customer’s premises can also reduce this uncertainty.
The combination of solutions is more complex than in Use Case 2, but is still considered
technically feasible.
The installation of CVDD at all metering points is neither technically practicable nor
economically feasible. Nevertheless, the installation at selected points may be an
appropriate option when combined with the above solutions. In some cases, particularly
on high-volume users where a higher accuracy class is required, the installation of an
individual CVDD creating its own charging area could be appropriate.
For complex meshed grids matching the GCV to the main gas source by conditioning can
be the simplest technical solution, although the above-mentioned disadvantages and
limitations also apply. An advantage of matching the GCV in Use Case 3 is that it can be
a comparatively simple alternative, if the other solutions:



turn out to be difficult to implement; or
will require installation of substantial additional measuring instruments.

The most economical solution is to be evaluated by the grid operator on a case by case
basis. The following needs to be considered taking into consideration capital and
operational expenditures:





creation of charging areas by closing valves or changing regulator’s set points is
considered as lowest cost;
installing and operating a Gas Quality Tracking system will have a low to
moderate cost impact. If additional measuring instruments are needed, then this
will add costs;
matching the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning can have moderate
to high operational costs.

6.4 USE CASE 4:

INJECTION OF NON-CONVENTIONAL GAS DIRECTLY INTO A

MESHED GRID

Use Case 4 is the most complex configuration with respect to energy determination.
Depending on the capacity of the non-conventional gas source, this gas may reach large
parts of the grid or only a few metering points. In contrast to Use Case 3, it may be
difficult to direct the flow of the non-conventional gas to obtain a stable mixture of gases
that meet the allowable uncertainties as given in Table 1.
Possible solutions are as follows:
1. match the GCV of the different gas sources by conditioning;
2. combination of solutions mentioned before.
Matching the GCV of the non-conventional gas source to the main gas source GCV is
considered as the simplest solution.
The alternative to matching the GCV is a combination of different solutions. Similar to
Use Case 3, as a first step the grid operator shall analyse how the gas travels through
the grid and identify which customers will receive this gas. To accomplish this, it is
necessary to prepare a computational model and/or to install extra equipment.
This step is of special importance when injected volumes are small, as the area which
receives the non-conventional gas may be small and have well defined boundaries. This
could be achieved if a few customers have consumption always above the production of
the non-conventional gas or by isolating a small part of the grid. All customers outside
that sub-grid do not receive any non-conventional gas and are not affected. The sub-grid
itself needs to be further analysed in order to determine if it can form one or a few
charging areas.
It will not always be possible to create sub-grids, especially when the non-conventional
gas source may reach larger parts of the city grid, e.g. in times of low gas demand. In
such situations it is recommended that the grid operator investigates the same solutions
as proposed for Use Case 3: a combination of local charging areas, Gas Quality Tracking
and additional metering. This solution, however, is of higher complexity than in Use
Case 3 and may result in higher costs. Moreover, the complexity of the solution implies
higher risks of non-compliance and this may be scrutinised by the National Regulator.
Therefore, the grid operator should take into account the alternative to connect the nonconventional gas source to the ring main. Costs and risks of non-compliance should be
compared against those described for the solutions above.
If the non-conventional source is hydrogen, it may prove impossible to inject it within
the city grid and ensure a compliant mixture of hydrogen and natural gas. The
configuration of Use Case 3 to connect it directly to the ring main may be the only
solution.
Again, the most economical solution is to be evaluated by the grid operator on a case by
case basis. The following needs to be considered taking into consideration capital and
operational expenditures:



if the creation of a sub-grid is possible, this solution will be most likely the most
economical;
matching the GCV is regarded as economical, but may become uneconomical if
the injected volume of non-conventional gas at each entry point is small;



installing and operating a Gas Quality Tracking system will have a low to
moderate cost impact. If additional measuring instruments are needed, then this
will add costs.

7 CONCLUSIONS
Gas quality parameters of non-conventional gases such as biomethane or hydrogen and
natural gas mixtures may differ considerably from those of natural gas. Therefore the
injection of non-conventional gases in the natural gas grid increases the gas quality
variations. The state-of-the-art solution to assign one representative GCV to all metering
points in the grid may not be applicable with respect to allowable uncertainty limits for
billing purposes.
One or more measures need to be taken to safeguard the allowable uncertainty limits,
depending on the network configuration, the location of the injection and the GCV
differences in a given case. The solution for complex grids will often require a
combination of different measures. Evaluation of the measures to be applied shall start
with an assessment of the network configuration and the applicable Use Case. The
choice of the injection location may allow a classification into a less complex Use Case,
therefore simplifying the measures that need to be deployed.
Capital and operational expenditures of the selected solution will increase with the
complexity of the given case. As the cost for a solution depends on various parameters,
the most economical solution cannot be determined without prior evaluation. A case by
case analysis is required to identify the technically and economically most feasible
solution.
Since any solution affects billing, scrutiny from the National Regulator and/or consumer
organizations is to be expected and should be thoroughly justified.
Limiting the injection of a gas source is not a solution to be recommended and could
conflict with National Regulation and the overall target to decarbonise the energy
landscape. An exception is injection of pure hydrogen. Although the solutions discussed
can be applied for the GCV determination, it needs to be ensured that the resulting
natural gas/hydrogen mixture does not conflict with interchangeability limits (e.g. GCV,
Wobbe Index). The larger the natural gas flow, the greater the amount of hydrogen that
can be injected.

8 RECOMMENDATIONS
Any new non-conventional gas connection should be evaluated jointly between the grid
operator and the producer from the start of the project.
Grid operators should pro-actively gather information on renewable gas production and
injection projects to be developed in grid vicinity, in order to anticipate a connection
request and, if possible, influence its location to ensure a cost-effective integration.
To evaluate a connection request requires information to be exchanged by the producer
and the grid operator e.g. flowrate, pressure, gas quality parameters, contaminants,
production intermittence, Use Case in which it will fall and suggested measures to be
applied.
A specialized team should be prepared to cope with injection requests. The team should
have broad knowledge of the business, namely:





access to grid configuration and operation;
gas analysis, characteristics and its influence on customer’s appliances and
processes;
energy data management and billing system operation, including how GCV is
assigned;
project management skills to undertake an economical evaluation and select the
best solution to be applied in each case.

To get a detailed knowledge of the grid behaviour (flowrates, pressure and load pattern)
requires time, technical expertise and financial capacity. The grid operator should
develop this knowledge in advance, since it is necessary to evaluate each connection
request.
Evaluation of almost all Use Cases described requires a grid simulation software and a
computational model of the specific grid. Timely attention should be given to all
information systems, where input data resides:






GIS with up-to-date grid topology (injection point locations, pipe diameters, valve
locations, service lines) and condition (e.g. pipe clogging with dust, which is very
common in old distribution systems and affects pipe throughput capacity), as well
as valve and regulator settings;
energy data management and billing system where customer consumption and
load profiles are managed. Such systems need to be capable of handling different
charging areas;
interfaces between the different software systems need to be established.

